**DIRECTIONS FOR VALENTINE CARDS WITH FAN-FOLDED 3-D HEART CENTERS**
(adapted from redtedart)

Kit includes: 1 piece cardstock, 3 sheets lightweight paper, paper hearts, stickers, 1 envelope
You will need: pencil or pen, scissors, glue stick (white glue, or tape) magic markers

1-Trace and cut out a 5-7-inch (approx. dessert plate-sized or slightly smaller) circle from one of the 3 lightweight papers.

2-Fold it in half, then fold half of that in half (keeping fold lines parallel), and fold half of that in half (approx. 3/8”-1/4”; narrower is possible, but harder to work with). This will help make your fan-folds even.

3-Repeat with other half, and then starting with a flat circle, fold toward the middle. Continue to fold and flip in a fanfold fashion from both “round edges” to meet in the middle.

4-While still folded, fold in half and crease.
5- Glue (or tape) the inner-most fold and let it dry.

8- Glue the 3 fanfold hearts on the inside of the card, matching the outer folds with the inner crease, and let them dry.

6- Repeat steps 1-5 with each of the other 2 lightweight sheets of paper (note: starting with circles of different diameters will vary the sizes of the hearts).

9- Write your valentine message inside, sign the card, and put it in the envelope to give/send to someone special! (NOTE: if mailing your card, extra postage will likely be required).

7- Set the hearts aside, take the cardstock and fold it in half to make your card. Using paper hearts, stickers, and markers, decorate the front of the card.

Have fun and have a Happy Valentine’s Day!